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The AS application and assessment process:

= the award criteria

= qualitative and quantitative data requirements 

= SMART action planning



Introduction to Athena SWAN



Advance HE’s Equality Charters

+ The Equality Charters are frameworks that 

institutions can use to tackle inequality for 

staff and students

+ Charter awards recognise and reward progress 

along a journey towards equality



Athena SWAN: Charter Development 

2005: the Athena SWAN Charter was established as a 

recognition scheme of excellence in women’s 

employment in STEMM

2015: the Charter expanded to recognise commitment to gender 

equality across all disciplines, based on sector consultation & 

feedback

STEMM = Science, Technology, Engineering, Maths, Medicine

AHSSBL = Art, Humanities, Social sciences, Business, Law

Period of Transition: by 

Nov. 2020 all Irish 

applicants must use the 

expanded process



Athena SWAN principles (expanded charter):

1. Recognise the talents of all*

2. Advance gender equality

3. Recognise disciplinary differences

4. Tackle the gender pay gap

5. Remove obstacles to progression

6. Address short-term contracts

7. Tackle discrimination against trans people*

8. Demonstrate senior commitment

9. Make structural and cultural changes

10. Consider intersectionality*



Key changes under the expanded charter

+ Considers gender equality more holistically – institutions 

and departments must consider male underrepresentation 

where relevant

+ Now includes professional and support staff (PSS) as well 

as academics

+ Institutions must consider the experience of trans staff and 

students and the intersection of gender & ethnicity/race



Athena SWAN Charter

Expanded Charter principles remain true to original aim: 

+ the recruitment and progression of women to senior posts

In Ireland, 24% women are 

Professors



What is it all about (and not about)?

= Commitment to removing barriers that 

contribute to underrepresentation

= Taking a targeted approach to issues that may 

be of internal or external origin

= Good practice and honesty

≠ Hiring or promoting people because they are 

underrepresented 

≠ Producing reports and winning awards

≠ Planning to “suggest”

≠ Operating a deficit model



Athena SWAN Ireland 





Athena SWAN for Ireland 

• Dedicated Ireland staff: 

- Programme Manager, Dr Victoria Brownlee, HEA, Dublin  

- Athena SWAN Advisor, Tamara Szucs, Advance HE, London.

• Athena SWAN National Committee 

• Assessment panels held in Dublin with 66% assessors from Irish HE

• Ireland panellist briefing document 

• Athena SWAN Practitioner Network 



Athena SWAN: Ireland and beyond

UK: Launched in 

2005; 815 award 

holders

Australia: Launched in 2015 by 

Science in Australia Gender 

Equity (SAGE); 45 institutions 

participate, 15 Bronze 

institutional award holders.

USA: American Association 

for the Advancement of 

Science running STEM 

Equity Achievement (SEA) 

Change programme, 

informed by Athena SWAN. 

Canada: “Made-in-Canada” Athena 

SWAN piloted in 2019.

Ireland: Launched in 2015. 11 

institutions and 20 departments 

hold awards. Core and research 

funding linked to awards.

Japan: Discussions about 

potential pilot.

Currently participate          Committed to participating           Expressed interest

India: discussions about 

introduction of framework.



The Athena SWAN Charter: 

the application process 



The Self-Assessment Process

Athena SWAN requires an individualised approach and is not a 

box-ticking exercise. 

Applicants are required to:

+ Collect data (quantitative and qualitative)

+ Critically analyse data

+ Identify reasons for exclusion and

under-representation

+ Develop a 4 year action plan

+ Show progress over time

Data

Analysis

Action

Impact



The Athena SWAN Process

Application submitted Peer review assessment process

The Charter Assessment Process 
+ Two submission rounds each year

+ 3 panellists: academics, EDI/HR, subject specialists

+ All panellists receive training, and conflicts of interest are accounted for

+ Advance HE staff ensure consistency of decision-making and record feedback

+ Applicants have right to appeal decision



Peer-review panels: Ireland Assessment Procedure 

Panellist

Panellist

Chair
Notetaker

Observer

Moderator

Panellist

Observer

THEA; HEA 

representative

Chair is a 

voting 

member 

Advance 

HE staff

non-

voting 

members

2/3 panellists 

from Irish HE.



Bronze Silver Gold

A thorough self-assessment using 

qualitative and quantitative analysis ● ● ●

Identify key issues ● ● ●
Actions in place to address key issues 

and carry the institution forward ● ● ●
Demonstrates the impact of previous 

activity ● ●
Sustained impact and serves as a 

beacon in the sector and beyond ●

Athena SWAN criteria



Possible outcomes of a panel

= Award conferred or renewed

= Award conferred or renewed at a 

lower level

= Request additional information (exceptional)

= No award conferred

= Written feedback:
= Outlines specific reasons the application did not meet criteria

= Highlights good practice

= Suggests areas in which to improve



Overview of the Application



Application format

10,500-13,500 word document (length varies by award level):

+ Letter of endorsement

+ Description of the institution/department

+ Self-assessment process

+ Picture of the institution/department

+ Supporting and advancing careers

+ Action plan



Required data and key analyses

Student data: 

=  Nos. of men and women on foundation, UG, PGT and PGR courses by gender;

= Comment and comparison with national trends; P/T-F/T; completion and attainment 

rates.

Academic and Research staff data: job grade, contract type/function etc.  Data, 

disaggregated by gender, on:

= Key career transition points (recruitment, induction, promotion).

= Career development (appraisal, training)

= Flexibility and managing career breaks

= Organisation and culture (committees, meetings, role models, workload)



Getting started 



Prepare to conduct a self-assessment

Establish a strong and effective self-assessment team (SAT)

SAT should be representative of your department and you will need to 

demonstrate how work has been shared.  

Consider WLA for Athena SWAN 

The self-assessment process: include specific details from staff and student 

consultation (who, what, when, response rates by gender)

 

Member Job SAT role Experience 

Jane Greene Senior Lecturer 
(employed since 2005) 

- Survey analysis 
- Focus group lead 

- Promoted (2010) 
- Works part-time (0.7 FTE) 



Consider your communications strategy 

A thorough self-assessment and consultation 

How can you raise staff and student awareness and participation 

in the process? 

• What is Athena SWAN? 

• Why is Athena SWAN relevant to your context? 

• Which senior staff are involved and in what way?

• How will you consult with staff/students and how will participation 

be encouraged (e.g. survey; focus groups; interviews?).  



Incorporating Qualitative and Quantitative 

data



= Where data is required, provide three years

= Minimal gaps in data are acceptable but comment on how these gaps will 

be addressed in future

= The application process rewards honesty. There is no benefit to “hiding” 

data. 

= Balance transparency and utility but aim to disaggregate by gender

= Contextualise your data through benchmarking 

Quantitative data



Identify priorities through sector comparison

= areas of underrepresentation 

= plan actions 

= drive aspirations 

= measure progress

= provide a target for actions

= identify common issues in particular disciplines 

Why benchmark? 



Benchmarking resources 

HEA Institutional Staff Profiles by gender (Ireland)

2018: https://hea.ie/policy/gender/

Advance HE statistical report (UK)

2018: https://www.ecu.ac.uk/guidance-resources/using-data-and-
evidence/statistics-report/

The Higher Education Statistics Agenda (HESA) data (UK)

https://www.hesa.ac.uk/data-and-analysis

Gender Action She Figures (Europe)

2019 figures: http://genderaction.eu/she-figures-2019-published/

https://hea.ie/policy/gender/
https://www.ecu.ac.uk/guidance-resources/using-data-and-evidence/statistics-report/
https://www.hesa.ac.uk/data-and-analysis
http://genderaction.eu/she-figures-2019-published/


Data Analysis 

Our high maternity return rate shows that leavers are well supported in the 

institution. 

Instead of 

this:

Table 123: Maternity leavers and returners (academic staff)



Data analysis

Following feedback from the Parents’ Network, we ran a targeted survey (60 

responses) looking at the quality of service received by staff going on maternity 

leave. 33% reported no support prior to maternity leave; 75% reported no support 

during maternity leave; and 30% reported no support on their return. 

Consider 

this:

Table 123: Maternity leavers and returners (Academic staff) 



Using Qualitative Data



Can be an effective means of:

= Demonstrating understanding of the process

= Engaging staff and showing commitment

= Highlighting issues that might be hidden by the quantitative data

= Exploring trends and issues in the quantitative data 

= Overcoming difficulties of small numbers
Ensure your reaction to the data is included

Qualitative data



Select your methods



SMART action planning



SMART Action Planning

= A structured and accountable way to drive change

= SMART actions (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, 

Time-bound) 

= Referred to throughout application and linked directly to the 

content: 

data  analysis  action

= If there is an issue, action it

= Don’t rely on further self-assessment and monitoring – do 

something



Developing a SMART Action Plan

Action Rationale Timescale Responsible Success 

Measure

Include a specific 

description of the 

action that will 

take place. 

Consider who the 

action is aimed at 

and how it will be 

implemented.

What did you 

uncover in the 

self-assessment 

process that has 

led you to 

considering this 

action? The 

rationale should 

be relevant and 

clearly linked to 

issues in the 

qualitative and 

quantitative data.

The action must 

be time-bound. 

Include clear start 

and end dates. 

Avoid too many 

“ongoing” actions, 

and consider 

using milestones 

to mark progress.

A range of specific 

roles and people. 

Ensure action is 

within the 

department’s 

power, making it 

achievable. 

Use of targets are 

encouraged. Is it 

clear how 

achievement of 

actions are 

measurable? 

Completing the 

action is not a 

success measure, 

what the action is 

aiming to affect is 

where measurable 

targets should 

come from. 



SMART Action 
Planned action/ 
objective

Rationale Key outputs and 
milestones

Person responsible Success criteria and 
outcome

1. An annual 

workshop on 

promotion, for all 

staff, to be run in the 

department. 



SMART Action 
Planned action/ 
objective

Rationale Key outputs and 
milestones

Person responsible Success criteria and 
outcome

1. An annual 

workshop on 

promotion, for all 

staff, to be run in the 

department. 

32% of all staff and 
52% of female staff 
report a “poor” 
understanding of 
criteria, believed to be 
contributing to low 
application rates.

Since the workshop is 
for all staff, 
attendance will not 
mean identifying the 
fact that you are 
planning to apply for 
promotion, but staff 
will learn about 
criteria in an informal 
and accessible forum.



SMART Action 
Planned action/ 
objective

Rationale Key outputs and 
milestones

Person responsible Success criteria and 
outcome

1. An annual 

workshop on 

promotion, for all 

staff, to be run in the 

department. 

32% of all staff and 
52% of female staff 
report a “poor” 
understanding of 
criteria, believed to be 
contributing to low 
application rates.

Since the workshop is 
for all staff, 
attendance will not 
mean identifying the 
fact that you are 
planning to apply for 
promotion, but staff 
will learn about 
criteria in an informal 
and accessible forum.

4 months prior to the 

upcoming promotion 

round-annually

Evaluation to be 

undertaken after each 

workshop, and on 

completion of each 

promotion round.

Review of data to be 
undertaken in Spring 
term, in 3 years’ time. 
Outcomes reported in 
next submission.

. 



SMART Action 
Planned action/ 
objective

Rationale Key outputs and 
milestones

Person responsible Success criteria and 
outcome

1. An annual 

workshop on 

promotion, for all 

staff, to be run in the 

department. 

32% of all staff and 
52% of female staff 
report a “poor” 
understanding of 
criteria, believed to be 
contributing to low 
application rates.

Since the workshop is 
for all staff, 
attendance will not 
mean identifying the 
fact that you are 
planning to apply for 
promotion, but staff 
will learn about 
criteria in an informal 
and accessible forum.

4 months prior to the 

upcoming promotion 

round-annually

Evaluation to be 

undertaken after each 

workshop, and on 

completion of each 

promotion round.

Review of data to be 
undertaken in Spring 
term, in 3 years’ time. 
Outcomes reported in 
next submission.

Responsibility: HoD.

Implementing: Session 
developed and 
delivered by HR, SAT 
and Promotion Panel. 



SMART Action 
Planned action/ 
objective

Rationale Key outputs and 
milestones

Person responsible Success criteria and 
outcome

1. An annual 

workshop on 

promotion, for all 

staff, to be run in the 

department. 

32% of all staff and 
52% of female staff 
report a “poor” 
understanding of 
criteria, believed to be 
contributing to low 
application rates.

Since the workshop is 
for all staff, 
attendance will not 
mean identifying the 
fact that you are 
planning to apply for 
promotion, but staff 
will learn about 
criteria in an informal 
and accessible forum.

4 months prior to the 

upcoming promotion 

round-annually

Evaluation to be 

undertaken after each 

workshop, and on 

completion of each 

promotion round.

Review of data to be 
undertaken in Spring 
term, in 3 years’ time. 
Outcomes reported in 
next submission.

Responsibility: HoD.

Implementing: Session 
developed and 
delivered by HR, SAT 
and Promotion Panel. 

80% of staff attend the 

first workshop.

90% of female staff 

report a “good” or 

“very good” 

understanding of 

criteria in next annual 

survey, compared to 

baseline figure of 32% 

in 2014.

15% women apply for 

promotion, compared 

to baseline figure of 

4% over past three 

years.



Action plans
Objective

• What is your aim / goal / 
intention? 

• What are you hoping to 
achieve?

Rationale

• Why  have you chosen this action 
to address your issue?

• What is your reasoning behind the 
action

Action

• What is the action 
you have chosen?

• Are sub-actions 
required?

Timeframe

• When will it feasibly start / 
finish?

• Will you have milestones 
to assess / evaluate along 
the way?

Responsibility

• Who is ultimately responsible and 
accountable for ensuring the action 
gets done?

• is this shared widely throughout the 
action plan?

Baseline data

• Where are you 
starting from?

Success measure

• How will you know whether you have made progress / impact / 
sustained impact?

• How will you know when you have achieved your objective?



Top Tips



Strong AHSS applications

University of Edinburgh School of Social and Political Science Bronze Apr-17

Durham University Department of Archaeology Bronze Apr-17

Queen's University Belfast Psychology Gold Apr-17

University of York Department of Politics Bronze Nov-17

University of Edinburgh Moray House School of Education Bronze
Nov-17

Newcastle University
School of Modern Languages

Bronze
Apr-18

Queen's University Belfast
School of Law

Bronze
Apr-18

University of Liverpool
Institute of Psychology, Health and Society

Silver
Apr-18

University of Liverpool
School of Law and Social Justice

Bronze
Apr-18

Cardiff University
School of History, Archaeology and Religion

Bronze
Nov-18

University of Cambridge Faculty of English
Bronze

Nov-18

Durham University Classics and Ancient History
Bronze

Nov-18

Newcastle University Newcastle Law School
Bronze

Nov-18

University of Nottingham School of Cultures, Languages, and Area Studies

Bronze

Nov-18



Good Practice Initiatives resource bank

• https://www.ecu.ac.uk/athena-swan-good-practice-

initiatives/



= Get a critical friend - someone external to read the application

= Be collaborative: Ireland and beyond  

= Read successful submissions critically

= Think about resourcing and support provision 

= Sign up to be a panellist or observer 

= Join JiscMail: athenaswan@jiscmail.ac.uk

= Use the website: Information, resources, FAQs.

Hints and tips

mailto:athenaswan@jiscmail.ac.uk


Sources of support

= Email the Ireland Programme Manager: 

victoria.Brownlee@advance-he.ac.uk

= Email the Advisor team: Athena.swan@advance-he.ac.uk

= Become a panellist or observer: https://www.ecu.ac.uk/equality-

charters/athena-swan/panellists/becoming-a-charter-mark-

panellist/

= Sign up to our JISCMail list for monthly newsletter and good 

practice sharing: www.jiscmail.ac.uk/athenaswan

= Follow us on Twitter: @Athena_SWAN

mailto:victoria.Brownlee@advance-he.ac.uk
mailto:Athena.swan@advance-he.ac.uk
https://www.ecu.ac.uk/equality-charters/athena-swan/panellists/becoming-a-charter-mark-panellist/
http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/athenaswan
https://twitter.com/Athena_SWAN



